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Introduction 
This document provides a summary of the feedback received about concept design options for 
the Ivan Forrest Gardens Streetscape Improvements Project at a virtual public consultation 
meeting held on October 21, 2020 and a summary of the feedback collected through the online 
survey that ran from October 23rd to November 6th, 2020.  

Background  
Ivan Forrest Gardens is a small neighbourhood linear park that runs along the east side of Glen 
Manor Drive between Queen Street East and Pine Crescent, east of Woodbine Avenue. It is 
situated within the Glen Stewart Ravine and features a mature tree canopy, gardens, pathways, 
seating areas and an ornamental fountain. 
 
The park hosts community events a few times a year such as Caroling in the Park in the winter, 
the Beaches Jazz Festival and outdoor movie nights in the summer.  
 
The goal of this project is to revitalize the park’s frontage along Queen Street East. 
Improvements will primarily include upgrades to the park entrances, pathways, seating areas 
and planting beds in the streetscape on the southern edge of the park. 
 
The full scope of improvements will be determined through the consultation and design 
development process in response to budget and site constraints, as well as functional 
requirements for both the park and right-of-way. 
 

 

 
Approximate Project Site Area  
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Goal 
Both the public meeting and survey presented two concept design options for input that were 
developed based on feedback received from the public through a visioning survey and 
recommendations made by the project Technical Advisory Committee and the project 
Stakeholder Working Group. The feedback received will be considered in the development of a 
preferred concept design. 

The vision survey summary report can be found on the project page 
toronto.ca/IvanForrestGardens under project updates.  

Public Meeting (October 21, 2020) 

Notification 
The public meeting was promoted through the following channels: 

• Social media advertisement targeting area residents 
• Councillor Brad Bradford’s social media and newsletter 
• Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/ivanforrestgardens  
• Signage in the park 

Agenda 
• Land Acknowledgement 
• Opening Remarks by Councillor Brad Bradford + Introduction  
• Meeting Goals and Project Timeline  
• Visioning Survey Results Overview  
• Presentation – Concept Design Options   
• Discussion + Questions  
• Next Steps 

Attendees  
Panelists  

• Councillor Brad Bradford, Councillor 
• April Szeto, Principal Landscape Architect, Harrington McAvan Ltd. 
• Rachel Weston, Construction Coordinator (City of Toronto, PF&R) 
• Kaly Manson, Senior Project Coordinator (City of Toronto, PF&R) 
• Peter Didiano, Supervisor Capital Projects (City of Toronto, PF&R)Pablo Muñoz, Senior 

Public Consultation Coordinator (City of Toronto, PF&R) 
• Rajesh Sankat, Senior Public Consultation Coordinator (City of Toronto, PF&R) 

 

Public 

• 27 community members 

https://www.toronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/9020-ivan-forrest-gardens-streetscape-improvements-summary-sept-24-2020.pdf
http://www.toronto.ca/ivanforrestgardens
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Presentation  

The full presentation from this meeting can be downloaded at toronto.ca/IvanForrestGardens  

 

Concept Option 1  
 

 

Concept Option 2  
 

 
  

http://www.toronto.ca/IvanForrestGardens
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Feedback Highlights 
• The general sentiment from the community members present at the meeting was that 

the final design should minimize disruption to the site.  
• Several community members expressed their preference for Option 1, particularly 

noting that they felt it reflected the tranquil nature of the park and that it protected green 
space. 

• A few community members expressed their preference for Option 2, particularly noting 
that it would make the entrance to the park more inviting.   

• Regardless of the design option, in general, community members expressed their 
preference for pavers rather than concrete pavement.  

• Some community members highlighted the importance of sufficient seating.  
• Several community members present expressed their interest for native and pollinator-

friendly plants as part of the new plants being considered for the project.  
• Some community members expressed strong appreciation of the "laying down tree" 

and concern that it would be removed. Attendees were informed that this tree would be 
preserved.  

• A community member suggested games such as chess tables be considered in the 
design. 

• A community member suggested that wayfinding signage be considered in the design. 
• A community member suggested that bollards have a natural look.  

Additional Out of Scope Feedback  
• A community member requested that the project include outdoor fitness features. 

Attendees were informed that this fell outside the scope of the project. Some community 
members pointed out a fitness area on the boardwalk one block south of the park.   

• A community member requested natural play features for children. Attendees were 
informed that this fell outside of the scope of the project.  

• A community member suggested a plaque that describes the history of the park be 
considered. 

• Several community members spoke about drainage issues in other areas of the park.*  
• Some community members pointed out that vehicles park on the site during events like 

the Jazz Fest and often leave the garden beds and lawn damaged.* 
• A community member expressed concern with invasive species that are growing in the 

north end of the park.* 
 
* Feedback related to operational concerns will be relayed to Parks Operations Staff. 
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Survey 

Notification 
The Concept Design Options Survey ran from October 23rd, to November 6th 2020. To maximize 
the amount of feedback we received from the local community, the online survey was promoted 
through the following channels: 

• At the October 21, 2020 public meeting 
• Social media advertisement targeting area residents  
• Councillor Brad Bradford’s social media and newsletter 
• Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/ivanforrestgardens  
• Signage in the park 

Key Highlights 
• The survey received 157 responses.  
• There was support for elements in both designs, i.e. the curvilinear geometry, 

seating, planting areas and light standards proposed in Option 1; and the small 
gathering space and pavers proposed in Option 2 

• The majority of respondents preferred Option 1 overall.  
o When asked "overall, which Concept Design Option do you prefer, 61%  of 

respondents replied Concept 1, 26% of respondents replied Concept 2 and 12% 
of respondents replied "not sure".  

• In general, survey respondents want to preserve green space as much as possible, 
and for the new design to reflect the calm nature of the park. 

o When asked to provide additional comments on Option 1 the main theme was 
requests to prioritize green space. 

o When asked to provide additional comments on Option 2, the main theme in the 
comments was that the design was too developed or disruptive to the site.   

• While in general survey respondents didn't want the park to be "too developed", there 
was some interest for a small gathering area and for tables.  

• Regarding seating: 
o Some respondents expressed concern about the comfort of the proposed 

benches in both options, and there was support for the inclusion of backed 
benches.  

o There were suggestions from some respondents to provide more seating and/or 
to consider different types of seating (i.e. tables, muskoka chairs) 

o There was support for providing benches with different view options i.e. towards 
the street and towards the park. 

• Several respondents felt there was a need for additional garbage and recycling bins in 
key locations (i.e. near the streetcar shelter, at park entrances) 

• Several respondents requested that native and/or pollinator-friendly plant species be 
included in the new planting areas 

• Several respondents felt that there does not need to be any improvements to the 
streetscape. 
 

http://www.toronto.ca/ivanforrestgardens
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Option 1  
Highlights from answers received related to Option 1. 

Curvilinear Geometry  

90% of survey respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "I like the curvilinear 
geometry of the design". 

Seating 

The majority of respondents supported the positioning, style and quantity of the seating in this 
design.  

• 86% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the positioning of the seating area in 
this design.  

• 70% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "I like the seating 
styles in this design" 

• 68% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "seating options in this 
design are sufficient"  

 
Tables 

81% of respondents agreed with the statement "I like that the seating area includes tables for 
small groups to gather and/or for eating" 

 

Planting Areas 

When asked to rate the statement "I like the size, quantity and location of planting areas in this 
design" for both designs, 79% agreed or strongly agreed for Option 1, while 64% agreed or 
strongly agreed for Option 2. 

 

Light Standard 
Survey respondents preferred the light standard in option one. When asked to rate the 
statement "I like the light standard in this design" 84% agreed or strongly agreed with Option 1 
and 73% agreed or strongly agreed with Option 2. 

Option 2  
Highlights from answers received related to Option 2. 

Gathering Space  

The majority of respondents like that this design included a small gathering space.  

61% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement "I like that the gathering area includes a 
flexible paved space for small gatherings/ community events." 
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Pathway Material  

Pavers in this design were preferred as a pathway material to the concrete paving in Option 1. 
When asked to rate the statement "I like the pathway material in this design" for both designs, 
75% agreed or strongly agreed for Option 2 (pavers), while 66% agreed or strongly agreed for 
Option 1 (concrete). 

Next steps  
 
Based on the feedback received from community members and stakeholders, and in 
consideration of the functional requirements of the streetscape (park and right-of-way), a 
preferred concept design will be developed. This design will be presented to the community for 
final feedback in winter/spring 2021.  
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Appendix 1: Quantitative Response Summary  
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Appendix 2: Text Responses  
The following are the open ended text responses collected thorough the survey. Answers that 
disclose personal information, are deemed offensive or discriminatory have been omitted from 
this appendix.   
 

Is there anything else you would like us to know about concept one? 
 

• My back yard back into this area and I see it all year round. Where you have the grassy 
area is where it is constantly dirty and muddy...having 

• events where cars drive into this area completely ruins it. The second design is way 
more functional and I think will stop this from happening. 

• The bottle filling station is hideous. This is a historic area and fixtures must reflect this. 
Look at the horrific paving of the entrance to Kew gardens which resulted in the death of 
a lot of the old trees. Green space needs to be kept.  

• Essentially this scheme is an upgrade to the existing constitution What the space needs 
is to be opened up ie. remove the Norway maples and create an urban interface to open 
up the park.. Concept 2 is by far a superior solution  

• I think also making a space for folks who are waiting for the street car so they don’t have 
to stand in the middle of the side walk should be considered.  

• We like the amount of green!! It looks beautiful and relaxing. We think Kew Gardens is 
good for events etc the can be noisy and like this to be a more quiet meditative space - 
hopefully with the fountain down the hill repaired. Thank you.  

• What about the rest of the park? 
• You didn't mention garbage bins. With table seating areas come more food eating thus 

more garbage.  
• Larger seating area and more seats 
• I’d like to see more space for plants.  
• A raised dog potty area for wheelchair users and fountain has accessible buttons for 

service dog.. rubber buttons help  
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• Make it more natural and wildly.  
• The tables would be better placed farther away from the street and streetcar stop and 

more seating should be provided. 
• We need housing, not parks for the homeless to sleep in 
• Recommend that the pathway material be permeable Recommend that garbage and 

recycle bins be placed at both entrances/exits 
• less concrete! 
• I am glad you are leaving the curved tree. It is that way because I used to sit on it with 

friends when we were kids. As did many long time locals. I am wondering if the benches 
(c) will face the street or the park, as I feel strongly they should be facing the street 
(south). 

• In actuality, will people in the park area be visable, safely seen? Does not seem there 
are any hidden corners for negative events to take place. 

• This is a waste of tax payer dollars. The park is fine the way it is, there is no urgent need 
to pave the park and there are people who are homeless and in need of help in this city. 
Shame on you for paving the park with concrete rather than giving this money to the 
needy 

• All seating should have backing. Great to see small tables with seating. In light of the 
situation were in, we need to see more areas in our parks 

• dedicated to small gatherings outdoors, spaced apart. I am glad to see Toronto moving 
forward with park renovations.  

• More space to meet, have it bookabke for local gatherings/events  
• Please don’t over develop .The Key Gardens entrance redo is over done with too much 

hard paving , causing a loss of a mature tree. A natural 
• looking setting is preferable to one which is too manicured.  
• Perhaps remove the idea of a bench with ”arm rests” (the second photo) as it makes 

using the benches more difficult and adds not benefit as an actual arm rest  
• A few places to sit that front onto Queen Street. Two benches, perhaps, under the trees 

on the east. The benches might reduce the inevitable damage to the grass from dog 
waste, too. 

• Needs more flexible seating like Cafe tables and chairs or muskoka chairs  
• I suggest that Ames Creek be allowed to run along the surface of the park instead of 

being a buried sewer. Also camping should not be allowed in the park as it was last 
summer. This destroyed the lawns and gardens beneath the tents  

• Do not install any more backless benches like in Kew Gardens. They are the most 
uncomfortable benches I have ever sat on!!! 

• Leave alot of the greener and path and trails as is.  
• Please don't put tables there. So much garbage always left behind and I think this is a 

park best enjoyed briefly rather than groups setting up and 'privatizing' this already small 
space for their own group.  

• There is an existing 50/60 foot high 'blue spruce tree',(north/east of bench seating area 
C) & I hope it will remain!!! Walkway marked A – Would prefer 'interlocking pavers'.  

• I do not think this place needs tables for gathering or too much concrete. Kew gardens 
which is close by already fulfills that function. This should 
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• be instead an nature oasis that preserve greenery and blends in nicely with the ravine to 
which is connected.  

• I like that there is a lot of 'green' by the street.... If people want to snack, it would be 
great if something were put a ways back from the street past or near the fountain. 

• Trash and recycling bins MUST be close to the streetcar stop or there will be a debris 
problem. 2. More seating (a) near streetcar stop and (b) 

• in shady places please. 3. Don't count on lush grass in very shady areas. 4. The table-
and-bench corners look dangerous.  

• Sealed Refuse container near tables and more flowers in blank area east of seating area 
bordering sidewalk. Make it really pretty. 

• Would be nice to have the seating further away from Queen st where it would be quieter 
for conversation  

• the beach isn't new, this isn't King West … so why use modern wood/steel materials in 
floating designs with 'hidden' support structures? that's a bit ridiculous. This sits 
surrounded by red brick buildings of gables let alone up the street is edwardian and 
tudor residential homes --- this feature doesn't make sense for the neighbourhood or 
even the immediate vicinity.  

• Ensure sufficient garbage/ recycle bins are part of the design  
• More traditional black iron lamp posts would look nicer 
• Lights are encroaching on ravine to much. Would move Lights to south side at a 

minimum to let the ravine / wildlife not be blinded by lights. 
• Only one garbage recycling at the east end is asking for trouble. We need another at the 

west end as well or just down the hill by the waterfall. 
• It doesn’t appear to invite public into the park any more than the current layout does 

already. Think a similar response to that implemented at Kew Gardens would be more 
effective towards encouraging use and entrance into the park ie; paved gathering area 
with tables, benches and oversized perennial planters rather than extensive at Grade 
planting areas. This could encourage further useable space renovation inside the park at 
a future time.  

• I prefer concept one however strongly disagree that there is a need to do this work. The 
existing site is fine and as governments struggle financially due to covid this makeover is 
a WASTE OF MONEY.  

• “Gathering area” is asked about in the questions but not labelled or defined in the 
concept. I assume that people will assume that this is the seating area. If it isn’t then this 
question doesn’t make sense.  

• Could there be a second 'C' seating area to the east? Dislike the proposed concrete 
pathway material. The more textured and permeable material proposed in option 2 
would be more visually satisfying and more environmentally friendly.  

• For the planting I would like to make sure anything planted is bee friendly  
• Why are you doing it? I see a need perhaps for improving the pathway, but otherwise 

none. Toronto has already spoiled it's city's potential to be a beautiful city by bad 
planning and unsightly development. The costs of this project could be better spent in 
other areas of legitimate need. 

• There should be more seating facing away from busy queen street  
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• I think we need as much gathering, sitting areas as possible. In addition to benches how 
about clusters of Muskoka chairs. The lighting in the interior of the park should be 
improved for safety reasons. Very dark at night.  

• The current park layout is superior to this one and blends in better with the surrounding 
area. 

• I like this design, but I think there could be more flower beds, borrowing the idea from 
Option 2. This option with more flower beds would be much improved. 

• Too much seating / gathering area, not enough planting  
 

Is there anything else you would like us to know about concept two 
 

• My backyard faces onto this area, so I see it all year round. I think having more 
pavers/concrete here would work so much better as there is a strong tendency for mud 
and dirt to develop in such a high traffic area. This would be perfect for events setting up 
and they wouldn’t ruin the grass where it eventually turns to mud.  

• Paving or interlock will kill the old existing trees. Take a look at Kew Gardens to see an 
example of this. I am very fearful for the tree circle which is still standing. Paving these 
parks Is a huge mistake. Leave well enough alone. Let history prevail. 

• This is a far superior urban design solution.  
• I’ve noticed how dark it is walking by, if there is room for lights and making it brighter at 

night for safety that would be nice 
• I prefer Concept 1. 
• Please please don't destroy the green quiet of the park.  
• I think the rectangular shape of this isn’t in keeping with the natural gardens below - it 

feels more part of the street rather than more part of the park. I think we want this to lead 
to a park that is a break from the business of queen street. 

• Area C near the sidewalk could be a good potty location. In between the planters. As 
plants makes it hard to pickup the... 

• Keep it natural. Don't cut the trees down.  
• Recommend that garbage and recycle bins be placed by both P-gates  
• Prefer the other design curvy. But this dwsign is better becw of permable surface and 

Not concrete.  
• This design is far better. I would love to see vendors make use of the pop up space.  
• Is the seating to be wood? If so how often will it be replaced, cost and flammable etc. 

???  
• This is a waste of money when people are homeless and needy in this city. This park is 

fine the way it is! Give this money to those who need it and stop messing with things that 
aren’t broken. Put in a new park for children in need instead of paving this one. Shame 
on you. 

• As someone that lives very close to this park, this Concept 2 does not remotely fit the 
energy of the park, the block or the street. The first design honours the energy of the 
park while making it better. This is way too much paving and too busy - paving right 
across detracts from the feel of the park. Events here (ie movie nights) are magical and 
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this would detract from that. This does not feel very Beaches - feels very downtown. It 
feels cold in design.  

• Allow space for 2 rows of 3 tents back to back. No bollards. Sould include for some 
public art where benches are north of the tents/place area. 

• See comment on concept 1. 
• See above  
• The benches pictured are horribly uncomfortable to sit on. Form follows function! Tell 

your designers.  
• I feel that is too much pavement for the park. It will be hotter in summer and more 

slippery in winter.  
• I think this design lacks flowers/plants, also I do not think we need another gathering 

place here. Kew Gardens is close by and has far more 
• space for events/gatherings. This is more of “hang-out” place for people coming from 

and to the ravine and the design should embrace nature while considering accessibility 
of course. 

• Pavers should be smooth for those in wheelchairs or mobile scooters.  
• Re: concept TWO - I'd like a gathering area further back from Queen St.  
• This is Concept Two. It wisely includes an area for activities/events. Other notes: 1. Why 

move the water fountain? 2. Prefer curved areas. 3. 
• Prefer some of the seating shaped/positioned to allow people to comfortably converse, 

and sit facing Queen St (as at present) to watch the 'passing parade.' 4. Need more 
seating at streetcar stop. 5. Low planting beds likely to be trampled unless protected by 
raised walls. 

• No pop up tents. Too much pavement. This area should be a quiet place with beautiful 
flowers and seating, a sanctuary stop away from the hustle bustle of Queen St.  

• Too linear Curved is more interesting Keep gathering area as far frI’m the street as 
possible why would you layout pavers in this modern style? why are the benches 
modern style? why are the bollards a modern style? nothing about this 

• neighbourhood is modern. The designs are fine but the choice of materials and designs 
is totally tone deaf.  

• I’d like it if there were some tables seating as well. Other than that, I like this plan. 
• Not needed at this time.  
• Ensure sufficient garbage/ recycling stations are part of the design. Consider porous 

paving material to reduce water shed.  
• There is not enough green space in the second design. It should have more natural lines 

and native planting.  
• To much hardscape.  
• This design has too much pavement. The park would lose it’s “greenspace” feeling with 

the entrance done with concrete and steel barriers. 
• Need another garbage bin at the west end by the entrance at glen manor and queen  
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